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FEATURES

The combined dramas with short subjects form programs

IJ^ to 2 hours in length. A few longer features are

listed without short subjects.

ADVENTUROUS KNIGHTS Independent

The kids of "Our Gang Comedies" have grown up and
in this picture David, Mickey, Gertrude, and Mary pre-

sent a pretty little Graustarkian romance. Plenty of

action, comedy and music.

SALLY—Organlogue with Singin' Sam of radio

fame.

SHIP AHOY—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

FLYING FLEET—Novelty reel on birds.

Code KNIGHTS IJ^ Hours Rental $10

AIR EAGLES Independent

Norman Kerry, Lloyd Hughes, Shirley Grey in a
story of two ex-war aviators and their experiences as

stunt fliers in a circus.

LAUNDRY BLUES—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

Code EAGLES IVa Hours Rental $10

ATLANTIS Foreign

Adventure and mystery in the search for the lost

continent make this film an epic of scientific and enter-
tainment value.

THE BIG SCARE—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

LAND OF MONTEZUMA—Travel in Mexico.

Code ATLANTIS 1% Hours Rental $10

BIG BOY RIDES AGAIN Beacon

Tom Duncan (Williams) conquers a bucking horse
which none of his friends can ride. Tom's father is

killed by a mysterious visitor. He had conquered the
most dangerous bronco on the range—but at last he was
up against the hardest problem of his life—to find the
elusive shadowy killer who slew his father. You'll get
all sorts of unique sensations from this colorful, compel-
ling, unusual Western.

SING WITH THE STREET SINGER—
Organlogue with Arthur Tracy.

RED RIDING HOOD—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

Code BOY 1% Hours Rental $10



BLACK BEAUTY Monogram

A fine picturization of the popular story of a man's love
for his horse, following the novel in all essential details.

Not just a "children's picture", but one that will appeal
to any audience.

CARRIE JACOBS BOND—Interviewed by Edwin
C. Hill, with her songs sung by Ralph Kirberry,
the Dream Singer.

SUMMERTIME—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

Code BLACK V/z Hours Rental $15

BORDER ROMANCE Tiffany

A romantic story of the Mexican border in a light

musical comedy vein, with singing caballeros, bandits, a
hard riding hero and a happy ending. Wesley Barry and
the delightful Armida are featured players.

MIXING IN MEXICO—A Mutt and Jeff Cartoon.

SINGING WITH SINGIN' SAM—The favorite

radio star in characteristic old time tunes.

Code BORDER V/a Hours Rental $10

CACTUS KID Independent

Jack Perrin specializes in selling ranch horses. His
partner is murdered and robbed of a large sum of money
by a notorious killer and his half-breed Indian pal,

Cheyenne. Perrin, the Cactus Kid, is accused by the
sheriff but he vindicates himself with the assistance of

his sweetheart. This Western starts with a bang and
speeds to a crashing climax.

THE VILLAGE BARBER—Flip the Frog Car-
toon.

SWISS ON WHITE—Winter sports in Switzer-

land.

MONKEY BUSINESS—Novelty.

Code CACTUS 1^ Hours Rental $15

CAMELS ARE COMING Gaumont-British

At last, a genuinely clean, lively comedy. Jack Hul-
bert revolutionizes the British Air Service in Egypt,
to the vast amusement of the Sphinx. This is one of

the films that has never been released theatrically in

America.

CATS AND DOGS—Pooch the Pup Cartoon.

Code CAMELS 154 Hours Rental $15



CHANNEL CROSSING Gaumont-British

Constance Cummings, as the private secretary, in a
tense, exciting episode climaxing the life of possibly
the world's greatest financial genius. A fast moving
drama.

THE PLUMBER—An Oswald the Lucky Rabbit
Cartoon.

LET'S GO FISHING—Fishing for all kinds of

fish, in salt water and fresh water.

Code CHANNEL 1^ Hours Rental $15

CHLOE Independent

A strange story of voodooism as practiced by illiterate

negroes in the South, with Olive Borden in the leading
role, and an unusual musical background by Erno
Rapee.

APRIL MAZE—Cartoon.

Code CHLOE 1% Hours Rental $10

CHU CHIN CHOW Gaumont-British

The critics agreed that the modernized version of the
"Arabian Nights" proved good entertainment; a lavish
spectacle, produced with much imagination; exciting
situations, good comedy, unusually good musical score
and fine voices. Class A throughout. A beautiful

musical tale of Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves, featur-

ing Anna May Wong, George Robey, Fritz Korner.

WAXWORKS—Oswald the Rabbit Cartoon.

PERSONALITIES—Sketches of well-known peo-
ple.

Code CHOW 2 Hours Rental $20

THE CIRCLE OF DEATH Independent

A corking Western drama that should please the out-
door fans. After the massacre of a wagon train, a
white baby is picked up by the Indians and he grows
up as one of them—only to reveal his identity years
later, when the intrigue of bandits compells him to do
so, to save the girl he loves. A suspenseful and stimu-
lating story featuring Monte Montana.

BODY BUILDING—A Grantland Rice Sportlight
of the training at Culver Military Academy.

SILVERY SALMON—The consecutive stages in
the life of a salmon.

ALICE'S LITTLE PARADE—A cartoon.

Code CIRCLE VA Hours Rental $15



CIRCUS FACES Tiffany

A tense and gripping court room melodrama in which
the action is furnished by means of interesting flash-
backs of circus life, featuring Joe E. Brown in a
dramatic role.

FALSE VASES—Felix the Cat Cartoon.

ANGLES OF ANGLING — A Grantland Rice
Sportlight.

Code CIRCUS \% Hours Rental $10

COWBOY HOLIDAY Beacon

Big Boy Williams decides to give up his vacation to
clear the honor of a notorious desperado who has gone
straight. Good horsemanship, hard fist-fighting and
gun-play make this a real melodrama. Janet Chandler
is the heroine.

FARM FOOLERY—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

GOOFY GAMES—Unusual sports from all parts
of the world.

Code COW 154 Hours Rental $10

DEFENDERS OF THE LAW Monogram

A smashing melodrama of the police force and its

work, with Catherine Dale Owen, Mae Busch, John
Holland and Robert Glecker.

MECHANICAL DOLL—Inkwell Cartoon.

ROCK OF GIBRALTAR—A glimpse of the Medi-
terranean and the history of this famous Rock.

Code DEFEND IJ^ Hours Rental $10

THE DEVIL'S PLAYGROUND Adventure

A pictorial record of George Vanderbilt's expedition
to the South Seas in search of unusual deep sea fish.

His fight with a huge whale is a hair-raising episode.
It is grand entertainment suitable for schools and
churches.

ONE PUNCH O'TOOLE—Two reel comedy.

SING A SONG OF SPAIN—Organlogue featur-

ing Lew White and Bill Coty singing romantic
ballads.

Code DEVILS 1% Hours Rental $10



THE DOOMED BATTALION Universal

An outstanding box-office success, made especially

for the school and church field. A dramatic story of

high adventure in the Italian Alps; and should appeal
greatly to veterans of the World War. Tala Birell and
Victor Varconi are featured

—"For the girl he adored
and the land he loved, he fought like a fury let loose
from hell!" The "All Quiet" of the frozen front.

WILLIAM TELL—Oswald the Lucky Rabbit
Cartoon,

Code BATTALION UA Hours Rental $15

DRIFTING SOULS Tower

A rich young millionaire is indicted for manslaughter
after his car has killed a man. A racketeer who was
driving the car caused the accident—it was a frame-up
of course—but Lois Wilson, a lady lawyer, proves
Raymond Hatton is not guilty in defending him at the
trial.

JUNGLE JAZZ—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

Code SOULS 1% Hours Rental $10

EAT 'EM ALIVE Ideal

A thrilling nature study film, depicting a vicious strug-
gle for existence among the animals of the Southwestern
desert.

WESTERN WHOOPEE—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

MEMORIES—Organlogue.

Code ALIVE 1^ Hours Rental $10

EVENSONG Gaumont-British

The inside story of the world's most famous song-
bird—her loves and those who loved her—who was she?
Sung and played by the glorious new personality Evelyn
Laye—assisted by Fritz Kortner, Conchita Supervia
another great singing actress, Alice Delysia and many
others. Exquisite entertairunent, romance, comedy,
drama and tragedy are knit together with threads of
golden song. Evensong rivals "One Night of Love."

WILD AND WOOLLY—Oswald the Lucky Rabbit
Cartoon.

Code EVEN 15^ Hours Rental $15



EVERGREEN Gaumont-British

In the words of Radio City's Music Hall where this

delightful picture had its American debut—"The story
was too beautiful for words—so they set it to music."
The captivating Jessie Matthews in her most glamorous
role. The girl who can do everything—in the Musical
Romance that has everything.

THE ATHLETE—Pooch the Pup Cartoon.

Code EVER 1% Hours Rental $15

EXPOSURE Tower

An ex-columnist stages a comeback to save his news-
paper from oblivion and its woman owner from noto-

riety. Lila Lee, Walter Byron and Mary Doran are in

the cast.

TEETIME—Cartoon.

Code EXPOSURE 1% Hours Rental $10

FIGHTING HERO Indeperxdent

Tom Tyler, a hunted man with a price on his head,

steps into a saloon and saves a pay-roll for a youth be-

ing trimmed at cards. Wandering down the street, he
abducts a Mexican girl being framed for a justified

murder—and in this fashion an outlaw becomes a fight-

ing hero. This is a very lively Western full of action

from start to finish.

WONDER GEM No. 2—Review.

GOOD OLD SCHOOL DAYS—Aesop Fable Car-
toon.

STEPHEN FOSTER—An episode in the life of

this great American composer.

Code HERO 1^ Hours Rental $10

FRIDAY THE THIRTEENTH
Gaumont-British

A most unusual tale with a fascinating plot. Seven
different stories in one, presented in the "Grand Hotel"
manner.—featuring Jessie Matthews, the popular and
fascinating English actress.

MERRY OLD SOUL—Oswald the Lucky Rabbit
Cartoon.

Code FRIDAY 1% Hours Rental $15



GALLOPING ROMEO Monogram

In this Western, you will see something different.

Bob Steele and his partner giving you lots of excitement
in a good clean way.

PEERLESS REVIEW No. 1—News Highlights.

ROUND THE WORLD IN SONG—The Hi-Hat-
ters and Sid Gary sing us through eight coun-
tries.

JAIL BIRDS—Flip the Frog Cartoon.

Code ROMEO 1^4 Hours Rental $10

GOLD Majestic

Jack Hoxie, a cowboy manages by a clever ruse to
capture a gang who have been buying claims—and
outwits them in every way—becoming the great hero.

NIGHT CLUB—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

FREAK FISH—An interesting two reels on the
queer fish of the world.

Code GOLD U^ Hours Rental $10

THE GREAT GABBO World-Wide

The temperamental Eric von Stroheim, distinguished
producer and screen star appears under a director other
than himself for the first time in 15 years! The picture
itself is the story of an artist who loved his dummy
better than the girl who loved him—and thereby loses
her. It is a tremendous story interwoven with love and
pathos. Music! Madness! Despair! and Ruin! Because
of his colossal conceit Eric von Stroheim is driven from
a stage spectacle only to find that his only friend is a
leering lifeless dummy. He loved only himself and the
empty medals of his tinsel soul—only to find too late

the greatness of the love he had lost in Betty Compton.
The Great Gabbo is a dramatic master-piece.

FAMILY ALBUM No. 2—A musical reel of the
Gay Ninety songs.

SOUVENIRS OF NAPLES—Panoramic impres-
sion of this beautiful Italian City.

Code GABBO , 1^2 Hours Rental $10

GREAT EXPECTATIONS Universal

Dickens' immortal classic, mag^nificently produced
with Henry Hull—of "Tobacco Road" fame—in the
leading role. One of the great screen plays of all time.

COUNTY FAIR—Oswald the Rabbit Cartoon.

Code EXPECTATIONS 2 Hours Rental $20
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HEADLINES OF THE CENTURY
Paramount

This interesting and novel picture covers the

highHghts of American history since the century

began. It is not only a compilation of political

events but also of the social and economic
changes of the period. With an adequate musi-

cal accompaniment and commentary, it is enter-

taining as well as educational. Among the many
subjects included in the film are

President McKinley's Inaugural Parade
Dewey at Manila Bay
The Alaska Gold Rush
The Boxer Rebellion

Theodore Roosevelt as President
Marconi and His First Wireless
Wilbur Wright's Aeroplane
President Taft's Inaugural
San Francisco Earthquake
A 1909 Auto Parade
Panama-Pacific Exposition
Pershing in Mexico
Sinking of the Lusitania
Edison
The World War
The Armistice
President Wilson in Europe
Mussolini Marches on Rome
President Coolidge's Inauguration
The Florida Hurricane
Lindbergh Arrives in Paris
The Armament Limitation Treaty

and other historical highlights concluding with
the Inaugural Address of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt.

HEADLINES OF THE CENTURY was pre-

pared for the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Ameri-
can Historical Association as the first attempt to

present history "through the camera's eye".

Code HEADLINES 1 Hour Rental $15



HER MAN Pathe

A gripping drama of the West Indies, with Helen
Twelvetrees, Ricardo Cortez, Philips Holmes and Mar-
jorie Rambeau.

Code HERMAN VA Hours Rental $10

HOLIDAY Pathe

The sparkling comedy-drama so successful on the

stage is here transferred to the screen, with the lovely

Ann Harding giving her usual brilliant performance.

Code HOLIDAY 1^ Hours Rental $10

I CAN'T ESCAPE Beacon

A drama of the efforts of an ex-convict and his young
wife to go "straight" after his release from prison.

Onslow Stephens, Lila Lee and Russell Gleason are
starred.

CLIFF FRIEND—Musical.

GYPPED IN EGYPT—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

Code ESCAPE 1^ Hours Rental $10

I'LL TELL THE WORLD Universal

Lee Tracy in a rollicking and thrilling romantic melo-
drama. A revolution! A beautiful princess! Intrigue!
Laughs! Wisecracks! Thrills! Action! And then
MORE ACTION!

ROBINSON CRUSOE ISLE—Oswald the Rabbit ^
Cartoon. , 0*

Code WORLD ly^ Hours Rental^STtT

IN OLD SANTA FE Mascot

Ken Maynard and his old partner Cactus, arrive at

a dude ranch and it is one thrill scene after another as
the hero goes into action. He finally pins all the deviltry

on the villain, H. B, Warner, in a surprise finish. A
picture that will appeal to grownups as well as the
youngsters. Some good cowboy melodies make this

Western real entertainment.

THE PIED PIPER—Cartoon.

RACQUETEERS—Sport Novelty.

Code SANTA V/z Hours Rental $15



THE INVISIBLE MAN Universal

H. G. Wells' fantastic character—one of the most
amazing figures in fiction—brought to the screen by
Claude Rains in the picture about which Hollywood is

still asking "How was it made"?

STRANGER THAN FICTION—Novelty reel.

MECHANICAL COW—Oswald the Rabbit Car-
toon.

Code INVISIBLE 1^ Hotirs Rental $20

THE IRON DUKE Gaumont-British

George Arliss in one of his most famous roles. A
great historical drama of Napoleon's last encounter with
Wellington. One of the screen's masterpieces.

HILL-BILLY—Oswald the Rabbit Cartoon.

LAND OF BURNS—Travel in Scotland.

Code DUKE 1^ Hours Rental $20

I WAS A SPY Gaumont-British

The stirring costume play of war-time Belgium, re-

leased theatrically by Fox. Herbert Marshall, Madeleine
Carroll and Conrad Veidt give a moving performance
that should do much to further the cause of peace.

MECHANICAL MAN—Oswald the Rabbit Car-
toon.

LONELY SOUL—Scenic novelty on Indian life.

Code SPY 134 Hours Rental $20

JACK AHOY Gaumont-British

The British navy lends sailors and ships for a musical
farce starring Jack Hulbert, the greatest comedy find

of recent years—he sings, acts, dances and clowns—

a

unique personality. Gags, girls, and tunes, make this

a grand show.

ALADDINS' LAMP—Cartoon.

Code AHOY 15^ Hours Rental $15

JANE EYRE Monogram
A wonderful adaption of the Bronte novel—telling

the adventures of an orphaned English girl and her
pursuit of happiness. Virginia Bruce and Colin Clive
head the splendid cast.

PECULIAR PETS—Novelty.

ROBINSON CRUSOE—Cartoon.

Code JANE l^a Hours Rental $15
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JUST LIKE HEAVEN Tiffany

A poignant story of the joys and sorrows of a pair

of young lovers, adrift in the slums of Paris, featuring

Anita Louise and a capable supporting cast.

SINGING SAPS—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

AROUND THE CLOCK—Travel novelty.

Code HEAVEN 1^/^ Hours Rental $10

KLONDIKE Monogram

This picture tells the story of a doctor's trip to Alaska,
where a surgical operation results in mysterious com-
plications which are eventually happily righted. Featur-
ing Lyle Talbot and Thelma Todd.

ORIENTAL FANTASY — Organlogue featuring
Charles Carlisle.

MOVIE MAD—Flip the Frog Cartoon.

Code KLONDIKE ly^ Hours Rental $10

LADY OF THE LAKE Fitzpatrick

A pictorial version of Sir Walter Scott's immortal
poem, in which an accompaniment of beautiful Scottish
music enhances the stirring pageantry of its action.

Code LAKE ^ Hour Rental $7.50

LAUGHING AT LIFE Mascot

A lively and entertaining story of a dare devil soldier

of fortune and his search for his son. Victor McLaglen
stars and is supported by Ruth Hall and Regis Toomey.

TUNING IN—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

WHERE MONEY IS NOT GOD— Travel in
Mexico.

Code LIFE 1^ Hours Rental $10

LITTLE MEN Mascot

This classic of Louise M. Alcott's has been brought to
life with a very clever cast of well-known juveniles.

Ralph Morgan does grandly by the role of Professor
Baer in this lovely drama of child life and the home.
The film follows the action of the novel very closely
and its homely and sentimental touches should make it

click everywhere.

THE HOUSE THAT DINKY BUILT—Cartoon.

Code MEN UA Hours Rental $15
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LOSER'S END Independent
There is fast furious action and gunplay galore with

the screen's dashing hero, Jack Perrin, facing desperate
odds and running to earth the chief of an outlaw smug-
gling band, whose activities have terrorized the border.
Lolita adds the Spanish touch and also a bit of romance.

TWO HARD WORKERS—A comedy with Mo-
lasses and January.

STORMY SEAS—Flip the Frog Cartoon.

Code END U/^ Hours Rental $10

THE LOST CITY Independent
A new thriller possessing great novelty and suspense!

The story concerns an expedition led by an electrical

engineer into the heart of Africa, to discover the center
of a magnetic disturbance that has been causing serious
catastrophes in different parts of the world.
Amid fantastic splendor in a weird fortress he finds

the mad scientist, William Boyd, surrounded by odd
electrical gadgets and devices, with which he has been
wanting to destroy the world. His discoveries enable
him to even turn the natives into giants and make them
his slaves.

The arrival of the party at the fortress and their

adventures in trying to free the heroine, Claudia Dell,

and her father, an old genius, who are in this madman's
clutches—make up the exciting happenings of this most
fantastic story since FRANKENSTEIN.

ONE GOOD TURN—Cartoon comedy.

Code CITY IJ^ Hours Rental $15

MAN'S BEST FRIEND Independent
A human interest story of a boy in the mountain

country who tries to protect his pal, a police dog, from
his brutal father who has a grudge against "Lightning".
The dog is a highly intelligent animal and very well-

trained and in his encounter with a bear he becomes
the hero of the picture. A simple but delightful little

yarn that will appeal greatly to children.

BUGVILLE ROMANCE—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

SHOTS OF THE GOLDEN WEST — Travel
novelty.

Code FRIEND 1^4 Hours Rental $10

THE MAN WHO RECLAIMED HIS HEAD
Universal

Possibly the most powerful play ever produced. A
timely expose of a vital subject—the men who manufac-
ture wars. If you are interested in the cause of Inter-

national Peace, you must see this picture. The cast

includes Claude Rains, Joan Bennett, and Lionel Atwill.

BEAU BESTE—Oswald the Lucky Rabbit Car-
toon.

Code HEAD 1^^ Hours Rental $15
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THE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH
Gaumont-British

The action of this story revolves around the efforts

of a gang of international crooks to prevent Leslie
Banks from turning over information about them to the
Authorities. The gang kidnaps Leslie's daughter, Nova
Pilbeam, and holds her as hostage. Her rescue is even-
tually effected but not before there has been a lot of
thrilling suspense, chasing and gunplay. Peter Lorre,
the famous German actor, steals the picture by his inter-

pretation of the villain. It is a swell melodrama with
some human interest and comedy touches.

GIANT KILLER—Cartoon.

Code MUCH VA Hours Rental $15

MARLBOROUGH Gaumont-British

A great story, riotous fun and daring adventures make
this a magnificent picture. Cicely Courtneidge, the
Queen of Comedy and Tom Walls, the King of Mirth
lead a gay crusade against depression. As a woman
disguised as a man, Kit Ross (Cicely) rescues the Duke
of Marlborough from the French—and when he pene-
trates the disguise of the smartest young Corporal in

his army—her reward is a decoration from Queen Anne.
A powerful dramatic story filled with humor.

GOLDILOCKS AND THE THREE BEARS—
Oswald the Rabbit Cartoon.

Code MARLBOROUGH li^ Hours Rental $15

THE MEDICINE MAN Tiffany

A drama of an almost forgotten phase of American
rural life, the Medicine Show, in which Jack Benny
plays the Medicine Man, and Betty Bronson his village

sweetheart.

HOOK, LINE, AND MELODY—A Grantland
Rice Sportlight.

THE IRON MAN—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

Code MEDICINE 1% Hours Rental $10

THE MISSING REMBRANDT Independent

Adapted for the screen from one of Arthur Conan
Doyle's best stories, this film is concerned with the
theft of a priceless painting from the Louvre and its

recovery in England by Sherlock Holmes.

TREES—Joyce Kilmer's immortal poem sung by
Charles Carlisle.

SPRINGTIME—A SiUy Symphony Cartoon.

Code REMBRANDT VA Hours Rental $10
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MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS Universal

The musical comedy that has everything! Eight song
hits put over by Mary Brian, Roger Pryor, the Eton
Boys and Jack Denny's Waldorf-Astoria Band. Ninety
minutes of clean sure-fire entertainment.

THE GINGERBREAD BOY—Oswald the Rabbit
Cartoon.

Code PRETZELS 1^ Hours Rental $20

MURDER IN THE MUSEUM Willis Kent

A fast action melodrama with a kick in every foot of

the film is "Murder in the Museum". That versatile

veteran of the screen Henry B. Walthal heads an ex-

cellent cast, as Professor Mysto.
The tale opens with the death of a city councilman,

an apostle of reform, when he and his friends are about
to conduct a raid on the Sphere Museum of Natural
and Unnatural Wonders. The museum is crowded with
sight-seers listening to a barker dilate on the abnormali-
ties of the various freaks, when the shot is fired—which
terrifies all the spectators. Who is the unseen assassin?

—suspicion rests upon everyone, even to the Police
Commissioner himself.

How John Harron, the newspaper reporter and Phyllis
Barrington, the Commissioner's niece, follow a winding
train of clues, while the detectives are at fault; how the
identity of the real killer is cleverly concealed; and how
the whole affair terminates in a wildly surprising climax
is set forth in dramatic fashion.

BROADWAY PERSONALITIES NO. 1—Glimp-
ses of your Broadway favorites.

SPORT A LA CARTE—Grantland Rice Sportlight.

Code MURDER UA Hours Rental $15

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD
Universal

Charles Dickens' baffling mystery of the man that
vanished into nowhere. Douglas Montgomery, Heather
Angel and Claude Rains in a costume play of rural
England. Available December 1, 1936.

Short subjects will be added to complete the program.

Code DROOD 1^ Hours Rental $15

MYSTERY LINER Monogram

A cargo of thrills on a sea of mystery. Wallaces'
exciting story is presented by a most able cast headed
by Noah Berry.

STONE AGE STUNTS—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

INTERNATIONAL VARIETIES No. 2—A musi-
cal from the Music Halls of Europe.

Code LINER 1]4 Hours Rental $15
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OH YEAH! Pathe

A comedy of railroad life in the Middle West which
features the ever amusing Zasu Pitts, James Gleason
and Robert Armstrong.

TALKOGRAPH No. 11—Travel Review.

Code YEAH VA Hours Rental $10

AN OLD SPANISH CUSTOM Independent

Buster Keaton, the master funmaker of the screen,

in a bright new comedy. As a wealthy Americano, he
steps ashore in a Spanish port from his yacht—he is

greeted enthusiastically by the natives, but especially in

the luxurious night club run by Gonzales, who sees a
rich source of profit in Leander Proudfoot.

Lupita, the beauty of the place, devotes herself so
successfully to entertaining Leander—Gonzales grows
madly jealous. Can you imagine Buster as a troubador
of the night, strumming the light guitar! He becomes
involved in a series of mad adventures in his amorous
pursuit of Lupita—but he emerges victoriously from all

his scraps and rides off triumphantly to his yacht with
his sweetheart.

CAMPUS FAVORITES—Sport Novelty.

DINKY DOODLE AND RED RIDINGHOOD—
Cartoon.

LAND OF ISLAM—Travelogue.

Code SPANISH ly^ Hours Rental $15

PARADISE VALLEY Imperial

"Wings" Bonners, a radio crooner, develops a dread
disease called "over-conceit"—he loses his place on the
radio program because he only appears for his broad-
cast when the notion strikes him. The crooner believ-

ing that if he left town his sponsors would realize their

great loss and recall him.
So "Wings" heads for the great West—and when he

arrives in the cattle country, "Paradise Valley"—he
walks right into a lot of trouble. The ranchers are
looking for a desperado who has been killing their sheep—"Wings" being a stranger and unknown to the ranch-
ers, their suspicions immediately center on him. The
radio star is even accused of murder—he is on the point
of being lynched—but of all strange Westerns his abil-

ity to sing at the crucial moment saves him from the
noose.
The men of the posse are none other than the famous

Beverly Hill Billies—and "Wings" having had enough
of adventure takes the posse back to New York with
him where he and "his singers of the sage" become the
new radio sensation.

Sufficient shorts will be added to complete the pro-
gram.

Code PARADISE VA Hours Rental $15
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PARDON MY GUN Pathe

The life of a dude ranch as depicted in a modern
musical comedy version of the old familiar "Western",
with an all star cast.

TALKOGRAPH No. 11—Travel Review.

OCEANTICS—Felix the Cat Cartoon.

Code GUN 1^ Hours Rental $10

THE PHANTOM BROADCAST Monogram

Ralph Forbes in an ultra-modern drama of the world
of radio in which a fine artist because of a physical
deformity is forced to see his handsome partner accept-
ing the rewards that should be his own.

FAMILY ALBUM No. 2—Songs of the Gay
Nineties.

CIRCUS CAPERS—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

Code BROADCAST V/z Hours Rental $10

THE PHANTOM EXPRESS Majestic

A thrilling railroad melodrama, full of mystery and
romance, with William Collier, Jr., J. Farrell McDonald
and Sally Blane giving excellent performances.

ROMEEOW—Felix the Cat Cartoon.

SPILLED SALT—Novelty.

Code EXPRESS IJ^ Hours Rental $10

THE POOR RICH Universal

Edward Everett Horton and Edna May Oliver in a
houseful of the grandest laughs you have had in years.

FIVE AND DIME—Oswald the Rabbit Cartoon.

BASKETBALL—Sport.

Code RICH 15^ Hours Rental $15

PRINCESS CHARMING Gaumont-British

Evelyn Laye and Henry Wilcoxon (of "Crusades"
fame) in a delightful musical laid in a mythical Graus-
tarkian Kingdom. A lavish production glowing with
glorious melodies, packed with dramatic action and un-
folding a love story of gripping suspense.

THE TOY SHOP—Oswald the Rabbit Cartoon.

GOLDEN HARBOR—Novelty.

Code CHARMING lYa Hours Rental $15
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PRINCESS O'HARA Universal

Damon Runyon's swell story about the kidnapped
race-horse that was pulling a hansom cab. A fast mov-
ing comedy featuring Jean Parker and Chester Morris.

Leon Errol, Henry Armetta and Vince Barnett supply

the laughs. Available October 1st, 1936.

Short subjects will be added to complete the program.

Code OHARA Rental $15

RANGE WARFARE Kent
A live Western in which cattle-rustling bad men

stack up against Reb Russell, U. S. Deputy and the
fastest two-gun killer on the border. Where Reb and
his wonder steed, Rebel, fight and gallop their way to

victory against heavy odds. It is a red-hot action,

ripping romance of the prairies.

TOUGH BREAKS—Two reel comedy.

ALICE WINS THE DERBY—Cartoon.

Code RANGE 1^ Hours Rental $15

RANGERS' CODE Monogram
A horse opera in which Bob Steele is kept busy in a

wild tale of rustlers that affords plenty of thrills. Some
fast and exciting action involving the hero and the head
of the gang, with Steele finally landing his man. Rou-
tine stuff, but plenty of fights, chases and the stunt
action to keep it hopping.

BIG CHIEF—Inkwell Cartoon.

DAFFY DITTIES—Organlogue with Reiss and
Dvmn.

Code RANGER 1^ Hours Rental $10

RED-HAIRED ALIBI Tower
The story of a typical American girl with beauty and

brains who is innocently cast as an alibi for a gang of
racketeers, with Merna Kennedy and Theodor von Eltz.

THE VILLAGE SMITHY—Flip the Frog Car-
toon.

Code ALIBI - V^ Hours Rental $10

THE RETURN OF CASEY JONES
Monogram

FtiU of laughter and human interest is this drama-
tization of the life of a railroad engineer featuring
Charles Starrett, Ruth Hall, Jackie Searle, Robert
Elliott.

SNOWTIME—Aesop Fable.

FACTS AND FANCIES No. 1—Travel, Cartoon,
and Review.

Code CASEY IK Hours Rental $10
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SAVAGE GOLD Capt. H. Auten

The thrilling story of Commander Dyott's expedition
into the wilds of Ecuador to rescue a former companion,
suspected of being captured by head-himters.

WE ARE ON OUR WAY—Novelty.

OFFICE BOY—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

Code GOLD 1% Hours Rental $10

THE SHEPHERD OF THE SEVEN HILLS
Faith Pictures

This is a film for Catholic audiences, but should also
be interesting to the general public. It covers the com-
plete history of the CHURCH IN ROME vrith many
historic incidents taking place in the Vatican itself. The
Pope is seen in several intimate close-ups, also a few
wall-known American prelates. There are some gor-
geous camera shots of the art treasures of the Papal
Palaces and a splendid organ rendition is given of
famous musical compositions from the Church library.

The whole presentation is superbly done and is en-
hanced by John McCormack singing the Panis An-
gelicus.

Code HILLS 9 Reels U/z Hours Rental $15

SHERLOCK HOLMES' FATAL HOUR
First Division

The adventures of a famous detective and his assistant

in unravelling the mystery of a bank robbery and two
murders.

BABES IN THE WOODS—Cartoon.

Code HOUR 1^ Hours Rental $10

SHRIEK IN THE NIGHT Allied

Made for the thrill-lovers, this story involves a series

of mysterious murders in an apartment hotel. Has lots

of kick in the suspense and thrill action, featuring Ginger
Rogers and Lyle Talbot.

CUCKOO MURDER CASE—Flip the Frog Car-
toon.

Code SHRIEK 1% Hours Rental $10

THE SILENT ENEMY Paramount

With an all native cast, this picture is the story of

the Hudson Bay Indians and their fight against hunger.

CINDERELLA—Cartoon.

BIRDS OF A FEATHER—Novelty.

Code ENEMY 1^ Hours Rental $15
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SING SINNER SING Majestic

A sympathetic tale of a night club singer whose play-
boy husband is shot soon after their marriage, and who
is accused of the crime. Tense and dramatic situations

ensue when the real murderer confesses to save her life.

With Lew Cody and Leila Hyams.

HOT TAMALE—Aesop Fable Cartoon,

STRANGE WEDDING SIGN—An old supersti-

tion is traced to its origin in this picture.

Code SINNER 1^ Hours Rental $10

SIXTEEN FATHOMS DEEP Monogram

For audiences that like action and those who want
something different, here is the picture. Creighton
Chaney embarks on a sponge-fishing expedition which
runs into all sorts of dangers and perils at sea. At one
point the hero looks doomed to perish at the bottom of

the sea and then comes the big rescue scene for a happy
ending. The sea action is predominating, but some
romance is supplied with Sally O'Neil as the heart
interest.

To be released May 1, 1936 and the short subjects
will be added to complete the program.

Code SIXTEEN Rental $15

SPEED DEVILS Independent

Paul Kelly and Russell Hardie, speed maniacs, have
had to give up their racing due to an accident. They
engage in the garage business in a town which is ruled
by corrupt politicians. In refusing to cooperate with
them their partnership is at stake and their business
practically ruined—but Marguerite Churchill as news-
paper woman, exposes the plot and all misunderstand-
ings are cleared up in this daring, dangerous, exciting
drama.

INTERNATIONAL VARIETIES No. 6—
Musical Review.

HOBO HERO—Cartoon.

NORTH OF SAHARA—Travelogue.

Code SPEED 1% Hours Rental $15

SPHINX Monogram

Lionel Atwill is the star of this unusual story of the
solution of a set of murders which have baffled the
police. A picture packed full of drama and suspense.

HITS OF THE PAST—Chaplin comedy.

NOAH KNEW HIS ARK—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

Code SPHINX VA Hours Rental $10
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SPORTING CHANCE Peerless

All of the thrills of a real steeplechase are found in

this fast moving drama of racing and romance. Claudia
Dell, Buster Collier and James Hall are featured.

WHEN HELL FROZE OVER—Mutt and Jeff

Cartoon.

SELF-DEFENSE—Grantland Rice Sportlight.

Code CHANCE 1^ Hours Rental $10

SUNSET RANGE First Division

Hoot Gibson, the boy who busted all the Western
outlaw gangs in a new outdoor classic—replete with
thrills and action plus a maximum of laughs. Hoot has
never been better than he appears in this picture, his

riding and horsemanship are beyond reproach. His
ranch boss, a citified gal Mary Doran, wants him to

dress up like a dude, but Hoot proves that clothes do
not make the man out where a slow draw means a
quick death.

PETER PAN HANDLED—Cartoon.

SOMEWHERE OUT—Grantland Rice Sportlight
on getting away from the noises of the city.

CITIES OF THE PAST—Ghost towns of the old

West.

Code SUNSET 1^ Hours Rental $15

THE SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI
Monogram

Ted Fio-Rito with his orchestra and some clever

entertainers, Mary Carlisle and Buster Crabbe among
the principals, provide beauty, romance, music and fun
in this very excellent musical comedy.

THE PRESIDENT SPEAKS—Pictorial review of

the present administration.

NO FARE—Cartoon.

Code SIGMA 1^ Hours Rental $15

TAMING THE JUNGLE Independent

Wild animal circus brought to your door showing how
lions and other animals are trained for circus and
carnival work.

UNDER THE COCK-EYED MOON—Two reel

comedy with music.

THE THREE BEARS—Cartoon.

Code JUNGLE 1^ Hours Rental $10
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TERROR OF THE PLAINS Independent
In this picture Tom Tyler trails outlaws whose head-

quarters are in the "Ghost City" of Twin Rock Canyon
—an abandoned town offering a hideout for bandits.

Tom's father has been framed due to one of the criminals
guilty of murder evading the law. In this colorful yarn
Tom becomes a member of the gang—enters their lair

and brings the bandit chief to justice—incidentally rescu-
ing a lovely girl held captive there, who is his reward
for great bravery.

PRESTO CHANGO—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

THINGS YOU'D LIKE TO KNOW—Mystifying
tricks are here explained by a master magician.

Code PLAINS U/a Hours Rental $10

THIRD ALARM Tiffany

A huge fire-engine tearing madly down the street

—

what a thrilling sight! There is sheer excitement
through this whole picture in the hazardous job of the
fire-fighters, with a horrible fire at an orphanage, a
broken water main complicating the escape of the
children—all hope seems gone—but finally all are res-

cued and even the tangled love affairs of Anita Louise
and James Hall are straightened out. An all star cast

gives a marvelous interpretation of a wonderful story.

SKI-HI—Mounting Climbing in Colorado.

CAROLINE MELODIES—Organlogue.

MAGIC RUG—Cartoon.

Code ALARM IJ^ Hours Rental $10

THE THIRTEENTH GUEST Monogram
A mystery drama based on Armitage Trail's sensa-

tional novel starring Ginger Rogers and Lyle Talbot,

with a fine cast.

OOM PAH PAH—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

SONGS OF ERIN—Organlogue.

Code GUEST 1^ Hours Rental $10

THE THRONE OF THE GODS
First Division

This picture is an authentic recording of an inter-

national expedition, led by Dr. Dyhrenfurth of Switzer-
land, to scale Jongsong one of the monarchs of Him-
alayas. It is one of the most unusual and realistic of
the adventure films that have come to the screen.

On this hazardous trek through a wild, mountainous
region to the "Roof of the World", home of the hermit
monks, the long-haired yak, where cyclonic winds rage
and eternal snows abound—you will see thrill after thrill

as the climbers battle the elements and have many hair-
breadth escapes from death. Not the least interesting
shots are those showing the famous Devil-dance of the
warrior monks of Central Asia and the actual recording
of an avalanche thundering down the mountainside.
Lowell Thomas, the famous "News Voice of the Air"

is the narrator in this thrilling film and his word-pictures
reinforce the scenes in his dramatic and colorful fashion.
"The Throne of the Gods" is REAL ENTERTAIN-
MENT—it is ACTUAL DRAMA from REAL LIFE.

Sufficient shorts will be added to complete the pro-
gram.

Code THRONE li^ Hours Rental $15
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THUNDER OVER TEXAS Beacon

This is a regular whooperup thriller of the plains,

with Big Boy Williams in action most of the time. The
hero has three pals who serve as comedy relief—and
then there is a kidnap, a cattle raid and the inevitable
sweetheart—in fact nothing is lacking to make this a
real Western full of adventure.

WINGS OVER THE WEST INDIES—Travel
air journey over the beautiful Carribean.

KING OF BUGS—Aesop Fable Cartoon.

DOGGING IT—Grantland Rice Sportlight about
trick dogs.

Code TEXAS 154 Hours Rental $15

THUNDERBOLT Regal

The story of a heroic dog and a loyal boy, of tender
romance, of murder and just revenge, is unfolded in this

melodrama. The devotion of the faithful dog, Lobo, to
his young master—the love of a brave youth for an
affectionate girl—these were the combined forces des-
tined to wreak just vengeance on a pair of murderous
bandits. Lobo, a worthy successor to Rin-Tin-Tin will

thrill you by his masterly feats, daring and intelligence.

Bobby Nelson is one of the most promising juveniles

of the screen.

SPANISH RHYTHM—Fernandos Orchestra.

EVERY DOG HAS HIS DAY—Novelty.

CAPTAIN KIDD—Cartoon.

Code THUNDERBOLT 1^ Hours Rental $15

TICKET TO A DANCE Beacon

A thrilling mystery drama, concerning the theft of a
valuable necklace at a house party, followed by the
murder of the host. Ralph Graves plays the successful

sleuth.

FORTY WINKS—A Felix the Cat Cartoon.

MANCHUKUO—An entertaining two reel subject

on that much disputed country in the Far East.

Code DANCE 1^/4 Hours Rental $10

TOM BROWN OF CULVER Universal

You'll stand up and cheer when you see the Black
Horse Troop on parade—when you hear the stirring

music of regimental bands—when you respond to the

intense drama of this colorful story of the making of

a man! Featuring Tom Brown, himself, Slim Summer-
ville and a fine cast.

CHRIS COLOMBO JR.—An Oswald the Rabbit
Cartoon.

FOOTBALL FORTY YEARS AGO—Sport.

Code CULVER 1^ Hours Rental $15
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THE UNWRITTEN LAW Majestic

An exciting mystery drama, played against a back-
ground of a Hollywood movie studio. Greta Nissen,
Skeets Gallagher, Mary Brian, Lew Cody, Hedda Hopper
and Louise Pazenda make up the fine cast

FROZEN FROLICS—An Aesop Fable Cartoon.

PAR AND DOUBLE PAR — Grantland Rice
Sportlight.

Code LAW UA Hours Rental $10

THE VAMPIRE BAT Majestic

Murder rampant in a European village is the basis of
this mystery thriller, with fine performances by a cap-
able cast headed by Lionel Atwill and Fay Wray.

DIXIE DAYS—An Aesop Fable Cartoon.

SONGS OF THE RANGE—The singing cowboy
brings back the spirit of the old West.

Code BAT 1% Hours Rental $10

VIRGINS OF BALI Adventure
A delightful journey into this paradise of the East

Indies, where we are shown the daily lives of two
charming native girls, and a typical wedding celebration.

Code BALI ^ Hour Rental $7.50

THE WANDERING JEW Olympic Pictures

A most impressive production of the stage play of
the same name in which Conrad Veidt is superb in his

difficult role, giving a brilliant and powerful interpreta-

tion of the Wandering Jew. Great care is given to
historical incidents and the settings and costumes show
the lavish expenditure of money to make this produc-
tion an outstanding one.

JERUSALEM THE HOLY CITY—Travelogue.

Code JEW lYi Hours Rental $15

WHAT PRICE CRIME Beacon
Plenty of punch and thrills in this drama of Federal

men in war on crime. Charles Starrett has been com-
missioned to capture the gangsters who have been
rifling a warehouse of firearms,—he becomes a profes-
sional fighter as well as a member of the gang, in this

fast-moving story of how the "G" men operate to get
their man.

MIDNIGHT—An Aesop Fable Cartoon.

SAMMY FAIN—Norman Brokenshire with Evelyn
Hoey put over some of the best songs of this

young Melody Maker.

Code CRIME li^ Hours Rental $10
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WORDLY GOODS Continental

James Kirkwood, a monarch in the industrial world,
does not know the meaning of the word failure—until
he falls in love. All his wealth and power cannot buy
the heart of a girl who has married him believing her
sweetheart a victim of the war. When, through a twist
of Fate, he brings his wife and her former lover to-
gether, Kirkwood's own courage enables him to make
the supreme sacrifice for their happiness.

BEYOND THE RIO GRANDE—A bit of travel
in Mexico.

SING 'EM BACK ALIVE—The Eton Boys sing
their way through the jungle to the tune of
some old favorites.

Code GOODS 1^ Hours Rental $10

YOUNG AND BEAUTIFUL Mascot

William Haines, Judith Allen and Joseph Cawrthorn
are featured in this production. The story is the famil-

iar theme of the press-agent in Hollywood blurbing his

girl friend from an extra into the marquee lights and
heavy dough, with the dumb producer firing both of

them for incompetency and then hiring them back again.

There is a warm human note of sincerity and sympathy
but the story is sidetracked to make a musical revue
with some vaudeville acts thrown in.

Available June 1, 1936.

Short subjects will be added to complete the program.

Code YOUNG VA Hours Rental $15

BORN FOR GLORY Gaumont-British

The Big Parade of the High Seas—a drama of the

courage of a youth who was dedicated to the Navy at

birth by his mother, is told in "Born for Glory". The
roar of the sea and the boom of cannon is the back-
ground for its thrilling, spectacular, heart-twisting cli-

max. Towering above all classics of the sea and stories

of youthful heroism is this exciting tale.

All the naval scenes in the film were made with the
cooperation of the Royal British Navy. John Mills
plays the boy hero, Betty Balfour and Barry Mackay
are the sweethearts who loved the sea and the tradition

of the Navy.

THE ATHLETE—Pooch the Pup Cartoon.

Code GLORY UA Hours Rental $15
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SERIAL OF 12 EPISODES

THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS Mascot

The immortal story of James Fenimore Cooper
followed faithfully as to text and presented by
such an able cast as Harry Carey, Edwina Booth,
Hobart Bosworth, and many others. A picture

that is most appropriate for school, home, or

church.

This is a picture of 26 reels and can be rented

as a serial in 12 episodes—listed as follows:

No. 1 Episode

—

4 reels—Wild Waters.

No. 2 Episode

—

2 reels—Flaming Arrows.

No. 3 Episode

—

2 reels—Rifle or Tomahawk.

No. 4 Episode

—

2 reels—Riding with Death.

No. 5 Episode

—

2 reels—Red Shadows.

No. 6 Episode

—

2 reels—The Lure of Gold.

No. 7 Episode

—

2 reels—Crimson Trail.

No. 8 Episode

—

2 reels—The Tide of Battle.

No. 9 Episode

—

2 reels—A Redskin's Honor.

No. 10 Episode

—

2 reels—The Enemies' Stronghold.

No. 11 Episode

—

2 reels—Paleface Magic.

No. 12 Episode

—

2 reels—The End of the Trail.

Code MOHICANS Rental $3 an episode
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The following list of short subjects are one to four
reels in length and the daily rental is $1.25 per reel.

The average running time of one reel is about 10
minutes.

WESTERNS OF 3 REELS

ARIZONA NIGHTS
Two pals, Bud and Ben, and Starlight, the wonder

horse, gain admittance to the hacienda of Professor
Valeski, a smuggler of Reds. They free a girl held
captive there and round up the rest of the gang in some
fierce fighting.

GIRL TROUBLE
Bud and Ben decide to play the marriage game thru

an advertisement in a matrimonial paper. Ben answers
the ad but sends his pal's picture and when the girl

arrives for the wedding — many complications arise.

This is one of the funniest Westerns ever screened.

RIDIN' GENTS
Three "Gents" meet in jail and while there overhear

a conversation which enables them to do some clever

work upon their release—they become real cavaliers

after subduing a gang of ranch crooks.

WEST ON PARADE
Bud and Ben in another of their delightful scrapes.

They have been promised jobs on the Bar-X-Ranch

—

hired by mail in other words—but they seem to have
come into enemy country. To fight to protect the ranch
instead of the "yearlings" is their job. The plot thickens

and even though Ackroyd, the villain, holds undisputed
sway with Hennessey, the town's big politician, luck is

with Bud'n'Ben and the triumphant return to the ranch
is the happy climax.

COMEDIES OF 2 REELS

CHIMPANZEE COMEDIES
Parodies on well known motion picture classics, acted

by remarkable trained monkeys. Titles are:

Africa Squeaks.

Little Covered Wagon.

IT'S A BIRD
Tall stories by Lowell Thomas.

SEA GOIN' SHEIKS
Two sailors in search of adventure become involved

in a flirtation with two of the Sultan's favorite wives.
Their efforts to get in (and out) of the Sultan's harem
make a rollicking comedy.

SEEING INJUNS
Daphne Pollard, as a cockney visitor to America, takes

her young son to see the Indians in a Wild West Show,
with side-splitting results.
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THEY'RE COMING TO GET ME
Chic Sale in the hilarious tale of an escaped lunatic

who attempts to conduct a church service.

UNDER THE COCKEYED MOON
The adventures of two college boys who undertake to

capture the local bandit in a Western town.

ANIMATED CARTOON COMEDIES

BARNYARD MELODY
Musical cartoon, one of the always enjoyable Aesop

Fable series.

FROZEN FROLICS
Polar highjinks with dancing and singing by human-

like Arctic beasties.

HAUNTED SHIP, THE
Again Tom and Jerry, this time adventuring in Davy

Jones's locker.

JUNGLE JAZZ
Jungle animals, cannibals, and two frightened travelers

make up the cast of this amusing cartoon.

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
Koko calls together the clowns of all nations to repel

invasion.

MIXING IN MEXICO
Mutt and Jeff take a trip to Mexico, where Jeff bo-

comes a toreador.

NIGHT CLUB
Night life in a rural cafe, with farm animals as

patrons and entertainers.

RED RIDING HOOD
The nursery story in a much modernized and very

amusing cartoon form.

SNOW TIME
Animals at winter sports in their playground high in

the Alpine mountains.

TERRIBLE TOREADOR
A Silly Symphony version of a bull fight and its

effects.

TOOT TOOT!
Koko almost comes to grief while playing with trains.

WESTERN WHOOPEE
Mickey again proves himself a hero, rescuing the

belle of the cowtown from the clutches of a bold, bad
villain.
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TRAVEL

AFRICAN MYSTERY, AN
A thrilling description of the hunt for the white

rhinoceros.

BEAUTIFUL GRANADA
Pictorial scenes from the Spanish City, with musical

accompaniment.

CELESTIAL VENICE, A
Views of Bangkok, with a lecture describing this

Siamese city.

CIPANGO
Travelogue of Japan and its people.

GEORGIA—2 reels

Historical travel picture of one of our most interest-

ing Southern states.

JUNGLE BOUND
A journey to Ankgor in Cambodia,

LAND OF SHALIMAR—2 reels

The scenic beauty of India and its interesting native
customs.

ROAMING THE SPANISH MAIN
Fascinating scenes from a cruise to the West Indies.

STROLL THROUGH HOLLAND
Scenic highlights of one of the most picturesque

countries with a fine musical background.

WONDER GEMS
Unusual information concerning seldom travelled parts

of the world.

TRAGEDY OF MT. EVEREST
Official film of the British expedition, showing scenes

of native life in Thibet.

WINDJAMMER—3 reels

A sailing trip around Cape Horn from Australia to

London in a square rigger. All the thrills of a lifetime

put into three reels.

MUSIC

CAROLINA MELODIES
Tony Wons, Bill Cody and Lew White present songs

of the Southland.

FOUR STAR BROADCAST
Ralph Kirberry, Donald Novis, Singing Sam and

Arthur Tracey.
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GERTRUDE LAWRENCE
Complete vaudeville show in miniature, with stars

from "Rio Rita".

ORGANLOGUE OF HITS
Nick Lucas, Lew White and Herb Rawlinson in

songs everybody knows.

ROMANCE SENTIMENTALE—2 reels

A symphonic study of the changing moods of Nature.

STREET SINGER
Arthur Tracey at his best, with Don Wallace and

Norman Brokenshire.

SPORTS AND NOVELTIES

CRYSTAL CHAMPIONS
Highdiving and underwater swimming feats by noted

Olympic champions.

DECEPTION
Football tactics.

FORWARD PASS
Football tactics.

GAME OF THE CENTURY, THE—2 reels

The Chicago Bears, the most colorful football team
in the country, playing against the New York Giants,
champions of the National Football League. These
teams feature the greatest college players of all times
and in this game you see their various trick plays
worked with speed and precision.

COUGAR, THE KILLER
Edwin C. Hill introduces J. C. Bruce, the California

mountain lion hunter with his remarkable dogs, who
assist in the work of capturing these ferocious beasts.

FACTS AND FANCIES
Proof of the error of some popular beliefs and the

truth of others.

THE FOUR SEASONS
A series of four one reel subjects on spring, summer,

autumn and winter telling a year's story of nature as it

affects the different wild animals. A very interesting
as well as educational subject.

REAL AMERICANS
American Indians in native dances, games, ceremonies

and tribal rites.
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INDEPENDENT SHORT PROGRAMS

The following Independent short subjects have been

combined to form four-reel programs, running time

about 35 minutes. The rental charge is $4.00 for the

complete program. The individual subjects may not be

ordered separately.

PROGRAM NO. 1

Comedy — Little Cinnamon—Chimpanzee 2 reels

Travel —Stroll Through Holland 1 reel

Fable —Foolish Follies 1 reel

PROGRAM NO. 2

Cartoon —Romeow 1 reel

Novelty —So High 1 reel

Comedy —Happy Feet 2 reels

PROGRAM NO. 3

Comedy —Blimp Mystery—Chimpanzee 2 reels

Travel —Maryland 2 reels

PROGRAM NO. 4

Comedy —Nearly Naked 2 reels

Musical —Broadway Nights _ 1 reel

Novelty —^Veiled Dancer of Eloued 1 reel

PROGRAM NO. 5

Comedy —De Woild's Champeen _ 2 reels

Cartoon —Snowtime _ 1 reel

Musical —Bizet 1 reel

PROGRAM NO. 6

Sport —Angles of Angling _ 1 reel

Cartoon —Circus Capers 1 reel

Travel —Golden Pagoda 1 reel

Musical —Sammy Fain _ 1 reel

Code I.S.S.—(Insert number of prog^ram.)
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UNIVERSAL SHORT PROGRAMS

In addition to the Universal short subjects that are

rented only as part of a complete program, we have

available the following short subjects which may be

rented either individually or as four-reel programs run-

ning about 35 minutes. The rental charge for individual

subjects is $2.00 per reel; for the complete program

$6.00.

PROGRAM NO. 1

News —World's Greatest Thrills 2 reels

Sport —Just Pals—Babe Ruth 1 reel

Cartoon —Sky Larks (Oswald) 1 reel

PROGRAM NO. 2

Musical —On the Air and Off 2 reels

Travel —Going Places with Lowell Thomas 1 reel

Cartoon —Happy Pilgrims (Oswald) 1 reel

PROGRAM NO. 3

Musical —Ed Sullivan's Headliners 2 reels

Travel —Going Places with Lowell Thomas 1 reel

Cartoon —In the Zoo (Oswald) 1 reel

PROGRAM NO. 4

Musical —The Big Benefit 2 reels

Travel —Going Places with Lowell Thomas 1 reel

Cartoon —Wolf, Wolf (Oswald) 1 reel

PROGRAM NO. 5

Musical —All At Sea _. 2 reels

Travel —Going Places with Lowell Thomas 1 reel

Cartoon —Nature's Workshop (Pooch) 1 reel

Code U.S.S.—(Insert number of program.)
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON RENTING

Each feature has been built into a complete
program, running from 1^ to 2 hours in length,

by the addition of short subjects — comedies,
cartoons, travelogues, sports and novelties —
mounted permanently on two 1600 foot reels.

Gaumont-British and Universal features can-

not be used in locations that are competitive with
theatres. Bookings must be approved by Gau-
mont-British or Universal before we can accept

them.

Bookings on both the programs and the sepa-

rate short subjects may be made as far in advance
as desired. However, we cannot make changes in

the short subjects that are mounted with fea-

tures; programs must be taken in their entirety.

Short subjects that are listed separately will be
mounted on big reels in the order specified.

When ordering it is advisable to name two or
three alternate selections to be sure that you get

something desired in case the original selection

is not available.

There is no surcharge for time lost in transit.

Shipping charges both ways must be paid by the

customer. Return shipment must be made
promptly on the day folloiuing the scheduled
showing. Please do not rewind the films after pro-

jection.

ATTENTION - CARE OF FILM

Sound Film is very delicate material and its

successful projection depends on your careful

handling.

A silent projector cannot be used for sound

films under any conditions.

The breaking of the film is not a serious mat-

ter if taken care of properly. Stop the machine
at once and rethread the remaining part of the

film. Do not repair broken film ; the splicing will

be done at the Library. Return all damaged
parts of the film.

Your own reels should be straight and in per-

fect condition before using our film on them.
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If your projector is not kept clean you are

bound to have trouble. The whole mechanism
is extremely delicate,—the smallest particle of

dust on the sound track or the least scratch on
the emulsion will distort the sound.

Moral—KEEP THE FILM CHANNEL CLEAN.

ADVERTISING MATERIAL

For the features in the Index marked with the
asterisk* we can supply 11x14 colored lobby
cards. We cannot be responsible for the subject
matter of this material as we must accept what
is released by the producers for theatres.

To our weekly and biweekly customers this

material will be included in the shipment of

films, i.e.—the publicity for the following week
will be sent with the preceding week's shipment.

The price of this service is:

Set of 8 cards—$1.00—Refund of $.50 on return
of cards.

Set of 4 cards—$ .50—Refund of $.25 on return
of cards.
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FILMS INCORPORATED is

in its ninth year of fair prices

and fair dealing. We pledge

ourselves to a continuance of

the sanne liberal policies on

which this business was

founded.

President


